• Present benefits of program at least 6 months in advance
• Explain immediate and long term benefits
  Credits
  OML
  Assignments
  Career options
• Mission requirements
• Campus liaison
• Welcome packets
• **Short term**
  - CLIP pay during college
  - Meet degree requirements
  - Better understanding of probable future Area of Operations
  - Interface with area centers of influence

• **Long term**
  - Enhanced value as front line leader
  - Identify aptitude for more concentrated language studies
  - FAO, Civil Affairs, LEAP Program, DLI
  - Embassy and other DOD assignments
“Headstart Brief”
Videos / FB links
Assign mentors
HUB Information packet
Check in and Inbrief
• Clear delineation between on-campus and overseas immersion
• On-campus mentors
• Overseas sponsors / chaperones
• Culture and language balance
• Ensure update in student records
• DLPT
• Accessions
• Higher pay for higher levels
• Assignments using CULP capabilities
• Follow on training / DLI, LEAP
• Transition to language and culture intensive positions
• End product:
  – Culturally and linguistically aware Officers